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Hang Seng Pearl River Delta Environmental Category Award

Dongguan Superior Manufacturing Technology Company Limited (SMX), one of the Surface Mount Technology (Holdings) (SMT)’s subsidiaries, is proud to have been awarded the Hang Seng Pearl River Delta Environmental Category Award under the One Factory – One Year – One Environmental Project (One-One-One) Programme. The award programme was jointly organized by the Federation of Hong Kong Industries and Hang Seng Bank.

SMX is the winner in the “Recycling of Resources” category.

SMT is dedicated to the corporate social responsibility, particularly in the area of environmental protection. The “Green Q-Mark” and “OEM Green Partner” awarded by the Federation of Hong Kong Industries and SONY Corporation in 2007 and 2003 respectively truly reflect the green manufacturing effort of SMT.
The Hang Seng Pearl River Delta Environmental Category Award has a total of eight categories: energy conservation, water management, waste discharge reduction and treatment, recycling of resources, air emissions, noise abatement, green management and others. The energy conservation projects in the program are estimated to be able to reduce carbon dioxide emissions by over 25,000 tons and save over 1.5 million cubic metres of water in the Pearl River Delta per year.
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About SMT
Headquartered in Hong Kong, SMT owns four production plants in China, two in Dongguan of the Pearl River Delta, one in Suzhou of the Yangtze River Delta and one in Changchun of the North-East automobile manufacturing hub. The four plants have a total production area of 111,000 square metres accommodating 152 SMT production lines with over 12,000 employees. A new factory in Tianjin will be in operation in 2008. SMT earns a variety of certifications and awards, including ISO 9001, ISO14001, ISO/TS16949 and OHSAS18001. Besides, SMT is also the first EMS provider awarded Sony OEM Green Partner in the mainland China. Further information on SMT can be found at www.smthk.com.